HALFWAY THERE
The sculptress Burçak Bingöl brings her enigmatic sculptures constructed from objects found in her
hometown Istanbul to the Zilberman Gallery
by Ingo Arend
(photo caption I) Amorphous composition. Burçak Bingöl’s pieces, made of found objects and glazed ceramics, seem
at first glance to be a crossover between a butter cream cake, a soil sample, and a bizarre treasure. “Timescape-Handle”
was created in 2019.
(photo caption II) The fragile objects are stored on a coarse wooden shelf.
An upright oval: pink pastry parts alternate with ochre-coloured clay discs, a yellowish-grey trickle of solidified slime
swells out of the upper layer. The object seems to be a crossover between a butter cream cake, a soil sample, and a
bizarre treasure. At first glance, the strange objects presented in an open wooden shelf in the Zilberman Gallery in
Charlottenburg brings to mind craftworks, or the precious L’art pour l’art. But the shiny surfaces and the appearance of
valuable commodities are deceptive. The most recent work of the Turkish artist Burçak Bingöl deals with rich themes.
Since her studies at Hacettepe University in Ankara, ceramics and ornamentation have been at the centre of the work
of the artist, who was born in the Black Sea city of Görele in 1976. Burçak Bingöl makes references to the culture of the
Ottoman Empire, in which these materials and motifs played a central role. But she is not concerned with the devoted
cultivation of cultural heritage. For her “Broken” series, she smashed ceramic household objects, arranged the fragments on a square wooden frame into a three-dimensional collage, and covered them with centuries old Islamic flower
patterns.
Bingöl’s elegant way of deconstructing the traditional Turkish art form and transforming it into contemporary objects
brought the series to the New York Metropolitan Museum of Art a few years ago. At the 14th Istanbul Biennale two
years ago, she showed her way of revitalizing an old technique. Just as Ai Weiwei had made surveillance cameras out
of marble in 2015, Bingöl hung replicas made of ceramics and painted with flower patterns next to the real devices in
public space. Three years earlier, for her work “Cruise” she reproduced the front of an Istanbul asphalt lorry in ceramic.
With such objects Bingöl does not only make history and the present meet, but also elevates the objects of everyday
culture and makes them visible anew. In this way she deliberately crosses the border to Pop Art. In her most recent
works, Bingöl uses ceramics in a way that takes some getting used to. For here, cement serves as the form material of
the urban fragments. She collected these fragments in Istanbul: cobblestones, stucco, shards, plants.
During her stay in Berlin as part of the Artists-in-Residence-Program of the gallery by Moiz Zilberman, she “baked”
the findings into the indefinable, strangely precious-looking forms. Zilberman wants to initiate processes and enable
new, context-related art works. Each show is accompanied by an excellent catalog.
Between the fragments, Bingöl places unfired clay masses, layers them on top of each other, and finally lets glaze run
over them, which brings chance into play. The sculptures become symbols of the unfinished form and the layered time.
At the same time, her work entails an East-West cultural transfer between Istanbul and Berlin. This is also thematized
through the raw cobblestones she has found in the area in Istanbul where her studio is located, that she has laid out in
another room of the gallery. As a counterpart she shows pictures of the bourgeois Charlottenburg interior of the Berlin
gallery on the walls of the gallery’s head office in Istanbul.
In her Berlin exhibition, Bingöl captures the relics of her rapidly changing hometown of Istanbul. “Interrupted Half
Way Through” as a title can also be understood as a ship wrecked halfway through. Bingöl took the sentence from the
1946 book of essays Five Cities by the Turkish writer Ahmet Hamdi Tanpınar. Considering the exhibition from this
perspective, her works can be understood as symbols of a rescued past. At the same time, the fragile fusion of time and
space hints at the question of their future.

